Tequipment
Genuine accessories for Porsche models

The models featured in this publication are approved for road use in Germany. Some items of equipment are available as extra-cost options only. The availability of models and
options may vary from market to market due to local restrictions and regulations. For information on standard and optional equipment, please consult your Porsche Centre. All
information regarding construction, features, design, performance, dimensions, weight, fuel consumption and running costs is correct to the best of our knowledge at the time of
going to print (10/2020). Porsche reserves the right to alter specifications, equipment and delivery scopes without prior notice. Colours may differ from those illustrated. Errors and
omissions excepted. For the disclaimer in every language please refer to www.porsche.com/disclaimer

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption, please refer to page 133.
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The sportscar concept –

advanced
Accessories and retrofit options from Porsche Tequipment
We develop products which are more than accessories. For vehicles
which are more than sports cars. And for customers that want more than
just standard equipment. Porsche Tequipment is the sportscar concept
consistently developed further. Created for the lives of our customers.
Developed and tested in Weissach, by the same engineers who design
our vehicles. The result: accessories and retrofit products incorporating
clever concepts with intelligent solutions. First-class design, maximum
convenience for everyday use and Porsche quality – combined. And with
guaranteed warranty. For more Sportscar Fascination.

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption,
please refer to page 133.

DESIGNED AND TESTED
IN WEISSACH

PORSCHE TEQUIPMENT

PERSONALISED
RETROFIT PACKAGES

SUITABLE
FOR E VERYDAY USE

WARR ANT Y GUAR ANTEED

GENUINE
ACCESSORIES

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions
and electricity consumption, please refer
to page 133.

M O R E E N G I N E E R I N G S K I L L A T P O R S C H E T E Q U I P M E N T.
The limits of feasibility are constantly being redefined.

1

Our products are developed and tested with the whole vehicle in mind in Weissach – one of the world’s most modern development centres.
And by the same Porsche engineers who made your car. Perfectly tailored to your Porsche and your lifestyle. Thus, we leave nothing to chance
during their development and testing. All our products are trialled under the toughest conditions. From design to approval. From safety to
performance. From functionality to resilience.

2

2

1. Aerodynamics under scrutiny.
Products such as our SportDesign packages and Aerokit have
undergone rigorous testing in the wind tunnel. Our high-tech
wind tunnel sets new standards. Its fan, measuring eight metres
in diameter and engineered with extremely lightweight carbon
blades, is able to generate wind speeds of up to 186 mph.
What’s more, the floor surface rolls along underneath the
vehicle at the same speed as the wind throughout the
aerodynamic evaluation. The result? A headwind that delivers,
thanks to perfect design and first-class drag coefficients.

2. Extreme testing for wheels and tyres.
Porsche high-performance tyres are distinguished from
other tyres in many ways such as their geometry, the rubber
compound and the rigorous testing. Driving on the Nürburgring
is also part of the test scope. The values observed there are
used as input parameters for the subsequent testing of our
wheels. Not least the endurance test in the Biaxial Wheel Test
(ZWARP) – which simulates the long-term strain associated
with extreme driving styles.

3. Performance check for transport systems.
Our roof boxes and transport systems are designed for
performance, just like a Porsche. Transport systems are
actually more complex than many people think. Braking
safety, noise levels and fuel consumption are just some of
the points that are tested in Weissach. But we're also
concerned with ease of operation. Therefore, our roof boxes
have a locking system on both sides. This simplifies both
the loading and unloading of the box.

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption, please refer to page 133.
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M O R E T E Q U I P M E N T A C C E S S O R I E S O N L I N E .
More possibilities.
Also discoverable in the digital world.

Whatever you have planned, your Porsche

Why wait? Take an instant, detailed look at

is an ideal fit for your lifestyle. And with

your new Tequipment accessory online. Visit us

every product from Porsche Tequipment,

at www.porsche.co.uk/finder or just scan the

you can still make further refinements and

QR code to quickly and conveniently learn

improvements. Find inspiration in our 

about all the products and prices for your

Tequipment accessories finder. Any time,

model.

anywhere.

Tequipment accessories finder

12

Porsche Tequipment accessories finder | Porsche Tequipment

Models

Categories

Product view

Porsche Tequipment | Porsche Tequipment accessories finder
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Wheels

Tequipment

Wheel and tyre sets
More choice, more design, more performance – with the best possible
convenience for everyday use. Porsche Tequipment wheel and tyre
sets are constructed for extreme agility, dynamics and safety. So that
you can reach your destination safely.

More inspiration? Scan the QR code or
visit www.porsche.co.uk/wheels to view
all our products online.
Not all products are available for every model. Find all options
for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories finder.

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption,
please refer to page 133.

Wheels

718.
Those who want to get ahead
in life need traction.

Pure performance starts from the ground up:
at the wheels. After all, they are what
ultimately transmit the power of your sports
car to the road. They are the assured platform
for power, driving pleasure and, of course, an
unmistakable look.

1

2

6

7

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/wheels-718
to view all our products online.
3

4

8
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For general tyre information, please refer
to page 130 onwards.

Wheels with summer tyres
6 20-inch 911 Turbo wheel
7 20-inch Carrera Classic wheel
8 20-inch 718 Sport wheel
painted in satin Aurum

Wheels with summer tyres
1 20-inch Carrera Sport wheel
2 20-inch Carrera Sport wheel
painted in satin black
3 20-inch Carrera S wheel
4 20-inch Carrera S wheel
painted in satin platinum
5 20-inch Carrera S wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)

16

9

Wheels with winter tyres
9 19-inch Boxster S wheel
10 18-inch Boxster wheel

5

10
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Wheels

911.
Designed to leave your mark,
down to the very last inch.

The exciting stories in life rarely follow a
pre-defined route. Nevertheless, to ensure
that you always arrive at your destination
feeling relaxed, there is one thing you should
never be without: the right wheels from
Porsche Tequipment. They impress with a
great look, dynamic performance and safety
and will accompany you on every journey,
without compromise.

Wheels with summer tyres
1 20/21-inch 911 Turbo Exclusive Design wheel
2 20/21-inch 911 Turbo Exclusive Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
3 20/21-inch 911 Turbo S Exclusive Design wheel
4 20/21-inch 911 Turbo S Exclusive Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
5 20/21-inch Carrera S wheel
6 20/21-inch Carrera S wheel
painted in satin black
7 20/21-inch Carrera S wheel
painted in satin Aurum
8 20/21-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
9 20/21-inch Carrera Classic wheel
10 20/21-inch Carrera Exclusive Design wheel
11 20/21-inch Carrera Exclusive Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
12 20/21-inch Carrera Exclusive Design wheel
painted in satin Aurum
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Visit www.porsche.co.uk/wheels-911
to view all our products online.
For general tyre information, please refer
to page 130 onwards.

9

10

11

12

Wheels with winter tyres
13 20/21-inch 911 Turbo wheel
14 20/21-inch 911 Turbo S wheel
15 20/21-inch 911 Turbo S wheel
painted in satin platinum
16 20/21-inch Carrera S wheel
17 20/21-inch Carrera S wheel
painted in satin black
18 19/20-inch Carrera wheel

Porsche Tequipment | Wheels
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Wheels

T AY C A N .
The foundations for every
great performance are always
built from the ground up.
Performance doesn’t end with the wheels.
On the contrary, that’s where it begins.
Because transmission of torque primarily
involves transmitting impetus. Quickly,
directly and without compromising and
delivering performance – with every
hundredth of a second. In every situation.

1

2

3

10

11

4

5

6

12
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Visit www.porsche.co.uk/wheels-taycan
to view all our products online.
Wheels with summer tyres
1 21-inch Taycan Exclusive Design wheel
2 21-inch Taycan Exclusive Design wheel
with carbon aeroblades
3 21-inch Taycan Exclusive Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
4 21-inch Taycan Exclusive Design wheel
painted in satin platinum
5 21-inch Mission E Design wheel
6 20-inch Taycan Tequipment Design wheel
7 20-inch Taycan Tequipment Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
8 20-inch Sport Aero wheel
9 20-inch Taycan Turbo Aero wheel
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For general tyre information, please refer
to page 130 onwards.

Wheels with winter tyres
10 20-inch Taycan Tequipment Design wheel
11 20-inch Taycan Tequipment Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
12 20-inch Sport Aero wheel
13 20-inch Taycan Turbo Aero wheel
14 19-inch Taycan S Aero wheel

7

8

9

14
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Wheels

PA N A M E R A .
Designed for performance,
down to the very last inch.
Just like your lifestyle.
When it comes to driving performance,
exceptional wheels are key. Not only does a
sports car require power, it also needs to be
able to transfer this to the road. Wheels from
Porsche Tequipment create the perfect
conditions for this. After all, they combine
sophisticated technology with outstanding
driving characteristics and an individual
appearance.

1

2

3

9

10

4

5

6
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Visit www.porsche.co.uk/wheels-panamera
to view all our products online.
For general tyre information, please refer
to page 130 onwards.

Wheels with summer tyres
1 21-inch Panamera Exclusive Design Sport wheel
2 21-inch Panamera Exclusive Design Sport wheel
painted in satin platinum
3 21-inch Panamera Exclusive Design Sport wheel
painted in satin Aurum
4 21-inch Panamera Exclusive Design Sport wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
5 21-inch Panamera SportDesign wheel
6 21-inch 911 Turbo Design II wheel
7 20-inch Panamera Turbo wheel
8 20-inch Panamera Design wheel
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Wheels with winter tyres
9 21-inch Panamera SportDesign wheel
10 21-inch Panamera E
 xclusive Design Sport wheel
11 21-inch Panamera E
 xclusive Design Sport wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
12 20-inch Panamera Turbo wheel
13 19-inch Panamera wheel

7

8

13
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Wheels

MACAN.
Pioneers of
sporting excellence.

The wheels from Porsche Tequipment know
how to impress in every way: with a great
look, dynamic performance and safety.
Whether on tarmac or off-road: they pave the
way for you in any terrain. After all, exciting
destinations are not always on your doorstep.

1

2

3

10

11

12

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/wheels-macan
to view all our products online.
4

5

6

13

14

Wheels with summer tyres
1 21-inch Sport Classic wheel
2 21-inch Sport Classic wheel
painted in satin platinum
3 21-inch Sport Classic wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
4 21-inch 911 Turbo Design wheel
5 21-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
6 20-inch Macan Turbo wheel
painted in satin platinum
7 20-inch Macan Turbo wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
8 19-inch Sport Classic wheel
9 19-inch Sport Classic wheel
painted in satin platinum
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For general tyre information, please refer
to page 130 onwards.

Wheels with winter tyres
10 20-inch Macan Turbo wheel
painted in satin platinum
11 20-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
painted in satin black
12 20-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
13 19-inch Sport Classic wheel
14 19-inch Sport Classic wheel
painted in satin platinum
15 19-inch Macan Sport wheel
16 18-inch Macan S wheel
17 18-inch Macan wheel

7

8

9

16

17
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Wheels

C AY E N N E .
Inching towards your next
adventure.

Striking design and outstanding
performance. What applies to the car
also applies to the wheels from
Porsche Tequipment. For outstanding
individuality, agility and safety – and,
above all, increased driving pleasure.
In genuine top performers, sportiness
is apparent down to the very last detail.

1

5

Wheels with summer tyres
1 22-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
2 22-inch Cayenne Sport Classic wheel
3 22-inch Cayenne Sport Classic wheel
painted in satin platinum
4 22-inch Cayenne Sport Classic wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
5 22-inch 911 Turbo Design wheel
6 21-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
7 21-inch Cayenne Exclusive Design wheel
8 21-inch Cayenne Exclusive Design wheel
painted in satin platinum
9 21-inch Cayenne Exclusive Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
10 21-inch Cayenne Turbo Design wheel
painted in satin platinum
11 21-inch Cayenne Turbo wheel
12 20-inch Cayenne Sport Classic Comfort wheel
13 20-inch Cayenne Sport Classic Comfort wheel
painted in satin platinum
14 20-inch Cayenne Sport wheel
15 20-inch Cayenne Design wheel
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Visit www.porsche.co.uk/wheels-cayenne
to view all our products online.
For general tyre information, please refer
to page 130 onwards.
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Wheels with winter tyres
16 21-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
17 21-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
painted in satin black
18 21-inch Cayenne Exclusive Design wheel
19 21-inch Cayenne Exclusive Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
20 20-inch Cayenne Sport Classic Comfort wheel
21 20-inch Cayenne Sport Classic Comfort wheel
painted in satin platinum
22 20-inch Cayenne Sport wheel
23 20-inch Cayenne Design wheel
24 19-inch Cayenne S wheel

Porsche Tequipment | Wheels
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718

More 718
Built for an uncompromising desire for freedom. For the
sport of it. And for you. Add your own chapter to the story.
And make your 718 just as sporty as your lifestyle.

More inspiration? Scan the QR code or
visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-718 to view
all our products for your 718 online.
Not all products are available for every model. Find all options
for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories finder.

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption,
please refer to page 133.

718

S P O RT D E S I G N PAC K AG E .
Those who go their own way also leave the
well-trodden paths when it comes to design.

It’s your life. Your adventure. Your stories. For you, the routes
of others do not count. You define your own destinations.
So it's no wonder that you only listen to one thing when
redesigning your 718: your own imagination.
Create an even more dynamic appearance with our
SportDesign packages. The uniquely designed front and
rear aprons, which can be painted in the exterior
colour or partially in black (high-gloss), impressively
emphasise the sporty side of your 718.

1

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-718 to view
all our products online.

1
2

30

SportDesign package
SportDesign package painted in black (high-gloss)

Exterior and performance | Porsche Tequipment
2

2

20-inch Carrera Sport wheels with summer tyres

2

Model designation on doors in black

3

Rear side air intakes painted

4

Roll-over bars painted in black (high-gloss)

5

Sports tailpipes in silver colour

6

Optional: Sports tailpipes in black

718

1

4

3

2

5
6

Other Tequipment options not shown:
model designation on doors in silver colour or red,
side model logo in black, silver colour or red,
sports exhaust system including sports tailpipes in
silver colour or black

1

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption, please refer to page 133.
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 Bi-Xenon main headlights including
Porsche Dynamic Light System (PDLS) in black

2

 20-inch Carrera S wheels painted
in black (high-gloss) with summer tyres

3

Model designation on doors in red

4

Taillights in blacks

5

Model designation painted in black (high-gloss)

6

Optional: ‘718’ logo painted

718

1

4
5

1

6

3

Other Tequipment options not shown:
model designation, painted,
model designation on doors in silver colour or black,
side model logo in black, silver colour or red,
‘718’ logo painted in black (high-gloss)

2

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption, please refer to page 133.
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INTERIOR.
718

Great freedom can also be enjoyed
in enclosed spaces.
B

Design freedom – also available for the interior. With
interior packages in elegant materials and a host of
optional equipment, there is plenty of room for your
own ideas.

A

	Carbon interior package
	Other Tequipment options not shown:
mahogany interior package, brushed aluminium interior
package
A

1

B 	Heated multifunction Sports steering wheel in carbon
	Other Tequipment options not shown:
heated multifunction GT sports steering wheel in
leather, heated multifunction GT sports steering wheel
in Alcantara®, heated multifunction GT sports steering
wheel in mahogany

36
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3

The following interior packages are available:
1
2
3

C 	Centre console trim in carbon
	Other Tequipment options not shown:
centre console trim in mahogany, centre console trim
in brushed aluminium

	Other Tequipment options not shown:
PDK¹⁾ gear selector in aluminium, PDK gear selector
in Alcantara®, gear lever in Alcantara®

2

Carbon²⁾
Brushed aluminium2⁾
Mahogany²⁾, ³⁾

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-718 to view all our products online.

C

1) 7-speed Porsche Doppelkupplung (PDK).
2) Recommended for vehicles with a black interior.
3) Since wood is a natural product, there may be variations in colour and grain.

Porsche Tequipment | Interior
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718
1

2

3

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-718 to view
all our products online.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Storage compartment lid in Alcantara® with ‘PORSCHE’ logo
Storage compartment lid with Porsche Crest
Pedals in aluminium (footrest only for RHD)
Door sill guards in stainless steel, illuminated
Door sill guards in carbon, illuminated
Door sill guards in carbon

Other Tequipment options not shown:
storage compartment lid in Alcantara® with Porsche Crest,
door sill guards in stainless steel

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity
consumption, please refer to page 133.

38

6
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5

39

Not just accessories for your 911, but an expression of your
personal lifestyle – and attitude to life. Products from
Porsche Tequipment further enhance this. To suit your own
wants.

More inspiration? Scan the QR code or
visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-911 to view
all our products for your 911 online.
Not all products are available for every model. Find all options
for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories finder.

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption,
please refer to page 133.

911

More 911

911
2

1, 2

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-911 to view
all our products online.

1
2
3
4

SportDesign front apron
SportDesign package
SportDesign sideskirts
Engine compartment cover painted in Titanium Grey

Other Tequipment options not shown:
Aerokit

42
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911
1

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-911 to view
all our products online.

1
2

44

SportDesign package 911 Turbo
Rear side air intakes, painted

Exterior and performance | Porsche Tequipment
2

1

 LED main headlights in black including
Porsche Dynamic Light System Plus (PDLS Plus)

2

Exterior mirror upper trims in carbon

3

Model designation on doors in silver colour

4

 20/21-inch Carrera Exclusive Design wheels
with summer tyres

5

 Exclusive Design taillights

6

Model designation painted in black (high-gloss)

7

Optional: ‘911’ logo painted in black (high-gloss)

8

Optional: Model designation, painted

911

1

2
1

6
5

Other Tequipment options not shown:
model designation on doors in black, red or Aurum,
‘PORSCHE’ logo on the rear in black (high-gloss),
‘911’ logo, painted,
exterior mirrors, painted,
SportDesign sideskirts,
oil and coolant caps in aluminium look,
stone guard film in matt black,
sports exhaust system (tailpipes in silver colour or black),
sports exhaust system including sports tailpipes in silver colour,
sports tailpipes in silver colour or black

7
8

3

4

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption, please refer to page 133.
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INTERIOR.
Dreams are not always
achieved outside.

911

Your 911. Your decisions – even when it comes to configuring
the interior. With a host of optional equipment, you determine
which materials should be used to realise your sports car
dreams. And give your 911 your own personal touch.

1

3

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-911 to view
all our products online.

1
2
3
4

Ashtray insert
Door sill guards in brushed dark silver aluminium, illuminated
Pedals in aluminium (footrest only for LHD)
Door sill guards in carbon, illuminated

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity
consumption, please refer to page 133.
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Taycan

More Taycan
100% electric. 100% Porsche and with products from
Porsche Tequipment, 100% tailored to you. For a thrilling future.
For an electrifying lifestyle.

More inspiration? Scan the QR code or
visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-taycan to view
all our products for your Taycan online.
Not all products are available for every model. Find all options
for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories finder.

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption,
please refer to page 133.

LIGHTING AND LIGHT FITTINGS.
You illuminate bends.
And vice versa.

Sometimes a single glance says it all. The lighting systems
from Porsche Tequipment not only guarantee more visibility,
but also an eye-catching appearance.

Good visibility and good looks are sometimes one and the
same thing.

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-taycan to view
all our products online.

52
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Taycan

The striking LED main headlights with matrix beam in
Glacier Blue including Porsche Dynamic Light System Plus
(PDLS Plus) lend your Taycan an even more unique design.

 LED main headlights with matrix beam in Glacier Blue,
including Porsche Dynamic Light System Plus (PDLS Plus)

2

 20-inch Taycan Tequipment Design wheel painted
in black (high-gloss) with summer tyre

3

Exterior mirror upper trims in carbon

4

Optional: Exterior mirrors painted

5

Model designation on doors in black

6

Model designation painted in black (high-gloss)

7

Optional: Model designation painted in matt black

8

Optional: Model designation, painted

Taycan

1

4
3
6
7
1

8

5

2

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption, please refer to page 133.
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1
2
3

SportDesign package
SportDesign front apron
SportDesign sideskirts

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-taycan to view
all our products online.
Taycan

1, 2

1, 3

Porsche Tequipment | Exterior and performance
1, 3

1
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Taycan

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-taycan to view
all our products online.

58
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Carbon SportDesign package

Porsche Tequipment | Exterior and performance
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INTERIOR.
New horizons?
Can also be discovered in the interior.

Taycan

The Taycan interior has ample space for the important things
in life. Such as your personal freedom, for example. Our range
of equipment allows you to give the interior of your Taycan
your own personal touch. An extremely sporty signature, of
course.

1

2

3

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-taycan to view
all our products online.

1
2
3
4
5

 orsche Crest on storage compartment lid
P
Heated multifunction GT sports steering wheel in leather
with matt carbon steering wheel trim
Ashtray insert
Door sill guards in brushed aluminium in black, illuminated
Door sill guards in matt carbon, illuminated

Other Tequipment options not shown:
Porsche Electric Sport Sound,
heated multifunction GT sports steering wheel in
Race-Tex with matt carbon steering wheel trim

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity
consumption, please refer to page 133.
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More Panamera
Designed for a sports car that combines supposed opposites:

family. Porsche Tequipment products let you personalise your
Panamera to suit your requirements.

More inspiration? Scan the QR code or
visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-panamera to view
all our products for your Panamera online.
Not all products are available for every model. Find all options
for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories finder.

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption,
please refer to page 133.

Panamera

performance and comfort, dynamism and efficiency, work and

1

2

 LED main headlights with matrix beam in black including
Porsche Dynamic Light System Plus (PDLS Plus)
Exterior mirrors painted

3

 21-inch Panamera SportDesign wheels with summer tyres

4

 Model designation, painted

5
6

7

Sports exhaust system
 Optional: Sports exhaust system including sports tailpipes
in black
SportDesign sideskirts

Panamera

2

4

1

5
6

Other Tequipment options not shown:
sports tailpipes in silver colour or black,
model designation painted in black (high-gloss),
model designation on doors in black, silver colour,
red or Aurum, air outlet trims in carbon

7
3

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption, please refer to page 133.
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Panamera
1

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-panamera to view
all our products online.

1
2

Carbon SportDesign package
SportDesign package

Other Tequipment options not shown:
SportDesign package painted in black (high-gloss)

66
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Panamera

1

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-panamera to view
all our products online.

1
2
3

68

 xclusive Design gear selector
E
Carbon interior package
Pedals in aluminium

Interior | Porsche Tequipment
3

2

More Macan
As if made for an intense lifestyle. Road-hugging, yet with
ample space for hobbies and recreation. With individualisation
products from Porsche Tequipment, you not only extend the
scope of your Macan, but also give it your very own personal

Macan

touch.

More inspiration? Scan the QR code or
visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-macan to view
all our products for your Macan online.
Not all products are available for every model. Find all options
for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories finder.

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption,
please refer to page 133.

S P O RT D E S I G N PAC K AG E .
It’s all a matter of personality.
Especially when it comes to appearance.

A powerful performance and a powerful appearance are
sometimes one and the same thing. Developed specifically for
the M
 acan, the SportDesign package creates an unmistakable

look and an even more imposing appearance. It comprises
a distinctive SportDesign front apron and SportDesign rear
apron painted in the exterior colour, as well as a roof spoiler
separation edge and a rear mid-section, also available in the
exterior colour.

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-macan to view
all our products online.

Macan

Higher, faster, further? Why not simply more unique
for a change? After all, you can also enhance the notion
of performance when it comes to appearance.

1

 LED main headlights in black including
Porsche Dynamic Light System Plus (PDLS Plus)

2

SportDesign exterior mirrors

3

Sideblades painted in black (high-gloss)

4

SportDesign sideskirts

5

 20-inch M
 acan Turbo wheels with summer tyres painted
in black (high-gloss)

6

Sports exhaust system

7

Optional: Sports exhaust system including sports tailpipes in black
 LED taillights in black and light strip with ‘PORSCHE’ logo
in matt black

1

8

Macan

8

2

Other Tequipment options not shown:
SportDesign exterior mirrors painted in black (high-gloss),
sports tailpipes in black or silver colour,
model designation, painted,
model designation painted in black (high-gloss),
model designation painted in matt black,
LED taillights in black and light strip
with ‘PORSCHE’ logo in silver colour,
running boards,
model designation on sideblades in
black, red, silver colour or Aurum

3

7
6

4

5

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption, please refer to page 133.
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INTERIOR.
Time to discover new terrain.
Even in the interior.

The most exciting destination is often your own imagination.
So you can concentrate on just one thing when designing the
interior: the joy of discovery. And your own inspiration.

A

B

2

Macan

1

The following interior packages are available:
1
2

Carbon interior package
	Other Tequipment options not shown:
Anthracite Chestnut interior package
A

B

76

PDK¹⁾ gear selector in aluminium

Interior | Porsche Tequipment

Carbon
Anthracite Chestnut²⁾

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-macan to view
all our products online.

1) 7-speed Porsche Doppelkupplung (PDK).
2) Since wood is a natural product, there may be variations in colour and grain.

Porsche Tequipment | Interior
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1

2

5

1
2
3
4
5

Macan

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-macan to view
all our products online.

Stainless steel front trim
Stainless steel rear trim
Door sill guards in carbon, illuminated, including loading edge protection
Door sill guards in brushed dark silver aluminium, illuminated
Door sill guards in brushed aluminium in black, illuminated

Other Tequipment options not shown:
loading sill protective film

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity
consumption, please refer to page 133.
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More Cayenne
Designed for adventure. A pioneer for all those who enjoy
leaving the beaten track. Together with you, the Cayenne
pushes the boundaries of everyday driving – with the help

Cayenne

of accessories from Porsche Tequipment.

More inspiration? Scan the QR code or
visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-cayenne to view
all our products for your Cayenne online.
Not all products are available for every model. Find all options
for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories finder.

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption,
please refer to page 133.

S P O RT D E S I G N PAC K AG E .
Total freedom includes
creative freedom.

SportDesign front apron
Clearly defined. Exactly as you would expect of a genuine
performance athlete. The distinctively designed front apron
included in the SportDesign package is painted in the exterior
colour and has an air intake grille in matt black. Its striking
appearance is impressively enhanced by wheel arch extensions,
sideskirts and the Cayenne Turbo rear section.

SportDesign package
Sporting challenges? The Cayenne accepts. Even when they
involve an extremely dynamic appearance. The SportDesign
package creates an unmistakable look and an even more
imposing overall impression. It comprises a distinctive front
apron painted in the exterior colour with additional air intakes,
a distinctive rear apron with a paint finish, sideskirts and
prominent wheel arch extensions.
Restricted off-road use.

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-cayenne to view
all our products online.

Cayenne

Your life, your decisions. When it comes to configuring your
sports car, you should only go one way – your own.

Porsche Tequipment | Exterior and performance
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Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-cayenne to view
all our products online.

Cayenne

Carbon SportDesign package
The material derived directly from motorsport. Your inspiration.
With the Carbon Design package, you can create a racing look –
instantly. Accents are set with the air intake grilles painted
in black (high-gloss). The upper trims of the exterior mirrors
as well as the airblades on the front apron finished in carbon,
and the diffuser in carbon do more than hint at the car’s race
track heritage.

1

2

 LED main headlights with matrix beam in black
including Porsche Dynamic Light System Plus
(PDLS Plus)
Wheel arch extensions painted

3

 Exterior mirrors painted in black (high-gloss)

4

 22-inch Sport Classic wheels with summer tyres

5
6
7
8

LED taillights and light strip in black
 Model designation painted in matt black

5

Sports tailpipes in black
 Optional: Sports tailpipes in silver colour

3
1

6

2

7
Cayenne

Other Tequipment options not shown:
model designation, painted,
model designation painted in black (high-gloss),
model designation on doors,
‘PORSCHE’ side logo,
SportDesign front apron,
sports exhaust system including sports tailpipes
in silver colour or black,
stainless steel skid plates (front and rear),
rear screen wiper trim painted in black (high-gloss)

8

4

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption, please refer to page 133.
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INTERIOR.
The interior.
Or should we say dream interior?

Live your dream. Both when choosing your next destination
and configuring your ideal vehicle interior. After all, your
Cayenne not only represents your personal freedom, but also
your creative freedom.

A

B
1

2

1
2

A 	Carbon interior package
	Other Tequipment options not shown:
Anthracite Chestnut interior package
B
C

88

C

Cayenne

The following interior packages are available:
Carbon
Anthracite Chestnut¹⁾

Visit www.porsche.co.uk/teq-cayenne to view
all our products online.

	Exclusive Design gear selector
Centre console armrest with Porsche Crest

Interior | Porsche Tequipment

1) Since wood is a natural product, there may be variations in colour and grain.
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General accessories
Standing still? Not an option. After all, there is still much to discover
and experience. And countless adventures are waiting for you.

General
accessories

Our accessories will help you reach your destinations – no compromise.

CAR COVERS.
More Porsche diversity.
Even when you're not driving.

1

2

3

4

5

A pit stop can also be optimally combined with performance.
With custom-fit Porsche Tequipment car covers, for example.
Whether indoor or outdoor, they provide ideal protection
against dust, sunlight, weathering and dirt. And also have an
eye-catching appearance. You can choose from various
designs, depending on your model. Our way of showing that
downtime certainly doesn’t have to be boring.

Scan the QR code or visit
www.porsche.co.uk/car-cover to view
all our products online.

92

1
2
3
4
5
6

Indoor car cover 718 Cayman GT4 design
Indoor car cover ‘Pink Pig’ design
Indoor car cover 911 GT3 RS design
Indoor car cover Plus (718 models)
Indoor car cover Plus (911 models)
Indoor car cover
General
accessories

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories
finder.

Other Tequipment options not shown:
indoor car cover plus (GT models),
outdoor car cover,
indoor car cover Endurance Racing Edition,
indoor car cover 718 Spyder design

Car covers | Porsche Tequipment
6

C H I L D S E AT S .
More butterflies in your stomach,
even for the smallest passengers.

Driving in a Porsche is one of the biggest things even for the
smallest passengers. Which is why Porsche Tequipment offers
specially designed child seats. They meet strict safety
standards and have been specially tested and approved for
Porsche cars, thereby providing protection and comfort for
children up to 12 years of age. The fabrics are breathable,
hypoallergenic and easy to clean.

A
Model:
Group:
Weight:
Age:
Dimensions:

ISOFIX is a standard system for mounting points in almost all
vehicles. This ensures that the child seat is securely fastened
in the car. Our i-Size seats fit all car seating positions
approved for i-Size. Please check your vehicle manual to see if
your car has such approved vehicle seating positions.

B
Model:	Porsche Child Seat i-Size
Group:
1
Weight:
9 to 18kg
Age:
9 months to 4 years
Dimensions: 61 to 105cm

Child seat underlay
To protect the surface of the car seat from dirt and damage,
a child seat underlay is available as an option.

A

A child seat should only be used on the front passenger seat in
conjunction with the child seat preparation available ex-works.
When carrying children up to 27kg, the front passenger airbag
must be deactivated.

Prior to installation, please refer to the child seat operating
instructions for your vehicle, where you will find all the
important information about the appropriate child seats for
your model and the correct positioning of these in your car.

Comfortable covers
High performance at high temperatures? No problem. The
lightweight terry cotton absorbs both heat and sweat in equal
measure. And handling could not be easier: just pull it over the
seat cover and wash it in the washing machine at 60 degrees
when soiled.

General
accessories

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories
finder.

Scan the QR code or visit
www.porsche.co.uk/child-seats to view
all our products online.
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Porsche Baby Seat i-Size + Flex Base i-Size
0
0 to 13kg
Up to 15 months
40 to 83cm

Other Tequipment options not shown:
Porsche Baby Seat comfortable cover

Child seats | Porsche Tequipment
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B
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T R A N S P O R T.
More expansion.
For your own horizon.

A hunger for thrills, a desire for adventure or a joy of discovery?
No problem. The intelligent transport systems from Porsche
Tequipment ensure that you always have the space you need
for your equipment wherever you are. Because no matter what
you have planned or where the journey will take you, our roof
boxes and intelligent systems transport far more than just
athleticism.

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment
accessories finder.
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Roof box 320 (320 litres)
206 × 84 × 34cm,
In black (high-gloss),
Maximum permissible payload: 75kg,
Lockable plastic box,
can be opened from either side

Porsche Tequipment | Transport

General
accessories

Roof box 520 (520 litres)
218 × 89.5 × 40cm,
In black (high-gloss),
Maximum permissible payload: 75kg,
Lockable plastic box with integrated ski carrier,
can be opened from either side

Scan the QR code or visit
www.porsche.co.uk/transport to view
all our products online.
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For certain models, the Porsche performance roof box is
approved for speeds of up to 124mph.
Please contact your Porsche partner for information on your
car.

1
2
3

Porsche performance roof box, handles in exterior colour
Porsche performance roof box, handles in Volcano Grey Metallic
Porsche performance roof box, handles in Carrara White Metallic

Other Tequipment options not shown:
Porsche performance roof box, handles in Dolomite Silver Metallic
Porsche performance roof box, handles in black (high-gloss)

2

1
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Porsche performance roof box
211.4 × 90.8 × 43.4cm,
in black (high-gloss) with ‘PORSCHE’ logo on the rear in silver colour,
Max. payload: 75kg,
Capacity of 480 litres,
Can be opened from either side,
With accompanying protective cover with ‘PORSCHE’ logo

Porsche Tequipment | Transport

General
accessories

3
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Bike carrier
For all standard bikes up to a frame diameter of 100mm.
With an anti-tipping mechanism to hold the bike securely in
position. Capacity for up to three bike carriers at a time,
weighing maximum 20kg.

Your bikes have never been transported
as dynamically as this before.

Got lots of plans? That’s good. After all, your Porsche is a
master at combining sporty driving with your other favourite
sports – such as road or race cycling. No matter where your
next adventure is destined to begin: your Porsche will not
only take you there safely, but also your bike, thanks to our
accessories.

Racing bike carrier
Capacity for up to two racing bike carriers. With quickclamping device for the front fork and length-adjustable rear
wheel mount. Also suitable for bikes with a carbon frame. The
front wheel can be optimally stowed in the front wheel holder
on the roof transport system or in a bag in the interior.

Rear-mounted bike carrier
Lockable, foldable rear-mounted carrier in black aluminium for
up to two bicycles (maximum weight per bike: 30kg). Mounts
quickly on the towbar system without the need for any tools.
Also suitable for electric bikes (2 × 30kg).

General
accessories

Roof transport system
All attachments for various requirements can be fixed to
the roof transport system. Two lockable aluminium cross
members offer effective anti-theft protection. For more
information about the maximum permissible roof load that
can vary depending on the vehicle, please refer to your car
manual.

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories finder.
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More flexibility.
Whatever your plans may be.

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories
finder.

Your Porsche offers plenty of space for the important things
in life: personal freedom, for example. How this should be
expressed exactly is, of course, entirely down to you, because
whether you need a matching luggage set for your next trip,
or would like to have the ability to carry more, the accessories
from Porsche Tequipment provide the optimum solution.

1
2
3
4
5

4

Roof box bag – size S: 43 litres
Roof box bag – size M: 76 litres
Roof box bag – size L: 82 litres
Luggage set
(all components of the luggage set are also available separately)
Electrically extending towbar system

Other Tequipment options not shown:
cool box

General
accessories

1

1

102

2

3

Transport | Porsche Tequipment
5

PROTECTION.
More scope. Is indispensable,
especially for explorers.

Your life is not designed for boredom, just as well. After all,
neither is your Porsche and our products ensure that
everything you transport is optimally protected, so that
before, during and after your journey you can always think
of what matters most – driving pleasure.

1

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment
accessories finder.

3

5

4, 5

6

Scan the QR code or visit
www.porsche.co.uk/protection to view
all our products online.

Cargo liner, front
Cargo liner low-sided
Cargo liner, high-sided
Loadspace management system
Reversible luggage compartment mat
Luggage net

General
accessories

1
2
3
4
5
6

Other Tequipment options not shown:
loading edge protection film,
loadspace management system retrofit
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6
4

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Loadspace partition net
Collapsible luggage compartment box
Backrest cover
Floor mats with nubuck edging
Floor mats in carbon with leather edging
All-weather floor mats

Protection | Porsche Tequipment

2

General
accessories

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment
accessories finder.

3

5

6

Porsche Tequipment | Protection
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CAR CARE.
More sports-car-like quality,
even during pit stops.
Special cars deserve special attention. With its exclusive
‘White Edition’ car care range, Porsche has developed a
programme that offers a wide selection of products for
protecting and maintaining the interior and exterior of your
vehicle.
1

The ‘White Edition’ car care products are supplied in a highquality Rimowa trolley case, providing perfect storage for all
the products. The trolley case fits every Porsche model and
is sturdy and ultra-light. The foam inlay can be removed if
necessary, allowing the trolley case to be used as a highquality travel accessory.
Also typical of Porsche Tequipment is the unique design of
all the bottles. Developed together with the designers from
Studio F. A. Porsche, it is timeless and inspired by the shape
of the Porsche Crest. Also typical Porsche: the extensive
test procedure because all our car care products are
tested under special conditions in Weissach – just like
every Porsche. They meet the highest quality standards.

Scan the QR code or visit
www.porsche.co.uk/car-care to view
all our products online.

‘White Edition’ car care range in trolley case
(products also available separately)

General
accessories

1

Other Tequipment options not shown:
coupé car care case,
cabriolet car care case
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OTHER ACCESSORIES.
Our love of the sports car is evident down to very last detail.

1, 2

7

8

9

10

3, 4

5

6

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories
finder.

Scan the QR code or visit
www.porsche.co.uk/accessories to view
all our products online.

110

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Vehicle key painted
Key pouch in Alcantara®
Vehicle key covered in leather
Key pouch in leather
Key surround in square textile
Key surround painted in black (high-gloss)
with Swarovski® crystals
USB type C™ smartphone charging cable
Registration plate holder
Porsche Charge-o-mat Pro
Microfibre cleaning cloth
Smoking package
‘PORSCHE’ logo LED door projectors
Fragrance dispenser
Porsche Dashcam
General
accessories

1
2
3
4
5
6

Other Tequipment options not shown:
adapter for Porsche battery chargers,
retrofit voice control, key pouch in Race-Tex, textile
cleaner, display cleaner, LED stylus light, ignition starter
switch, painted

Other accessories | Porsche Tequipment
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12

13

14

2

2
3

7

4

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories
finder.

Wheel centres
Crested valve caps
Crested valve caps with ‘RS’ logo
Anti-theft wheel protection
Wheel bolts in black including anti-theft protection
Exclusive Design fuel filler cap
Tool kit

Porsche Tequipment | Other accessories
1

6

General
accessories

5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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M O T O R S P O R T.
Motorsport genes are dominant.
And for all to see.
From the very start, motorsport and the race track have been
part of every Porsche. Nowhere else is a vehicle and its
components subjected to such rigorous demands. The result?
Motorsport accessories from Porsche Tequipment. Roadapproved for full everyday use, our products offer
extraordinary performance matched by aesthetic appeal.

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories finder.

1

General
accessories

Scan the QR code or visit
www.porsche.co.uk/teq-motorsport to view
all our products online.

Motorsport decals in black, silver colour, red or Aurum

For fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electricity consumption,
please refer to page 133.
Porsche Tequipment | Motorsport
1

115

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories
finder.

Scan the QR code or visit
www.porsche.co.uk/teq-motorsport
to view all our products online.
2

Motorsport decals MARTINI RACING® design
20-inch GT3 wheel set painted in satin platinum
Decorative rim strips in red
‘PORSCHE’ decorative side logo in black, silver colour, red or Aurum

Other Tequipment options not shown:
lap trigger,
20/21-inch GT2 RS wheel set painted in satin black,
20/21-inch GT2 RS magnesium wheel set painted in silver colour,
20/21-inch GT2 RS magnesium wheel set painted in satin black,
20/21-inch GT2 RS magnesium wheel set painted in satin platinum,
20/21-inch GT2 RS magnesium wheel set painted in satin White Gold Metallic,
20/21-inch GT2 RS magnesium wheel set painted in satin Aurum,
20/21-inch GT3 RS wheel set painted in satin black,
20/21-inch GT3 RS wheel set painted in satin Aurum,
20-inch GT3 wheel set painted in satin black,
20-inch 718 Cayman GT4 wheel set painted in satin black,
20-inch 718 Cayman GT4 wheel set painted in satin platinum,
20-inch 718 Cayman GT4 wheel set painted in satin Aurum,
decorative rim strips in black, white, silver colour, grey or Aurum,
side model logo in black, silver colour, red or Aurum
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General
accessories

1
2
3
4

3

1

Motorsport | Porsche Tequipment
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A U D I O A N D C O M M U N I C AT I O N .
Top athlete or adventurer –
you decide.

Especially if you want to discover unknown territory, you
should calmly listen to the inner voice of your Porsche. The
navigation module for Porsche Communication Management
(PCM) will show you the most direct route to your next
big adventure and options such as cruise control and Power
steering Plus will provide the necessary calm on the way
to your destination.

1

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories
finder.
3

Scan the QR code or visit
www.porsche.co.uk/audio-communication
to view all our products online.

Navigation module for Porsche Communication Management (PCM)
Porsche Bluetooth® headphones
Apple CarPlay

General
accessories

1
2
3

2
Other Tequipment options not shown:
cruise control,
Power steering Plus
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E-PERFORMANCE.

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories
finder.

Energetically
embracing the future.

Charging Dock
The front of the Porsche Charging Dock is made of black safety
glass featuring a silver-coloured ‘PORSCHE’ logo. It allows
the Porsche Universal Charger (AC) to be installed on your
garage wall, for example. It is suitable for all common industrial
electrical outlets. The Charging Dock has a connector for the
vehicle plug on both sides. The up-to-7.5m vehicle cable
can be wound into the casing, from which the charger can be
removed at any time. Can also be used outside*. Lockable.

Scan the QR code or visit
www.porsche.co.uk/teq-e-performance
to view all our products online.

The Porsche Universal Charger (AC) shown in the picture and
the optional charging cable are not included. Please contact
your Porsche Centre for assembly information.

* Should not be exposed to heavy rain.

3

Charging Dock
Compact charging pedestal
Charging cable (mode 3), 4.5m and up to 22kW
General
accessories

1
2
3

Other Tequipment options not shown:
Porsche Mobil Charger Connect (ICCPD),
basic wall mount,
Home Energy Manager,
charging cable (mode 3), 7.5m and up to 11kW

Porsche Tequipment | E-Performance
1

2
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Winter accessories
Driving a sports car 365 days a year? Of course. A Porsche is an
all-year-round athlete. With the appropriate winter accessories and car
care products from Porsche Tequipment, it is ideally prepared for the

Winter
accessories

challenges of winter.

WINTER ACCESSORIES.
Maximum performance even at sub-zero temperatures.

When others switch down a gear, you simply shift up a gear.
With a Porsche, this is not a problem. After all, it guarantees
maximum performance even at sub-zero temperatures. Just
like the accessories from Porsche Tequipment. After all, they
are an ideal fit for your Porsche. And the cold winter months.

3

4

1

Snow chains
Ice scraper with telescopic arm
Ice scraper with glove
Winter care set

Other Tequipment options not shown:
ski bag
1

2

Scan the QR code or visit
www.porsche.co.uk/winter-accessories
to view all our products online.
Winter
accessories

1
2
3
4

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment accessories
finder.

1

Not all products are available for every model.
Find all options for your vehicle in the Tequipment
accessories finder.

1

126

Ski/snowboard carrier, easy-loading
Concentrated winter glass cleaner

Winter accessories | Porsche Tequipment
2

1

Winter
accessories

1
2

Technical data
and information

General tyre information
All tyres fitted by Porsche meet Porsche specifications,
as indicated by the special designation (N0, N1, etc.) on the
sidewall. Tyres that do not carry this designation are not
recommended for use on your Porsche. For logistical and
technical reasons relating to the production process, we
are unable to accept orders for a particular make of tyre.
The make of tyre may differ from that shown. If your vehicle
documents do not contain details of the correct wheel
and tyre combination, please request a technical approval
certificate from your Porsche Centre.

Energy efficiency class, wet grip class, rolling noise for the 718
Tyre type

Size

Energy efficiency
class/rolling
resistance

Wet grip class

Summer tyres

235/35 ZR 20
265/35 ZR 20

C
C

Winter tyres

235/45 R 18
265/45 R 18
235/40 R 19
265/40 R 19

E
E
F–E
E

*

Quiet rolling noise,

Moderate rolling noise,

Energy efficiency class, wet grip class, rolling noise for the Panamera
External rolling
noise
(dB)

Tyre type

Size

Energy efficiency
class/rolling
resistance

Wet grip class

A
A

71
72

Summer tyres

C
C
C
C

72
73
71–70
71

275/40 ZR 20
315/35 ZR 20
275/35 ZR 21
315/30 ZR 21
275/35 ZR 21
325/30 ZR 21

B
B
C
C
E–C
E–C

Winter tyres

265/45 R 19
295/40 R 19
275/40 R 20
315/35 R 20
275/35 R 21
315/30 R 21

E–C
E–C
C
C
C
C

External rolling
noise*
(class)

Loud rolling noise.

Energy efficiency class, wet grip class, rolling noise for the 911
Tyre type

Summer tyres

Winter tyres

*

Size

Energy efficiency
class/rolling
resistance

Wet grip class

245/35 ZR 20
305/30 ZR 21
255/35 ZR 20
315/30 ZR 21

E
E
E
E

B
B
A
B

235/40 R 19
295/35 R 20
245/35 R 20
295/30 R 21
245/35 R 20
305/30 R 21

E
E–C
E
C
E
E–C

C–B
B
C
E–C
C–B
E–C

Quiet rolling noise,

Moderate rolling noise,

*

External rolling
noise*
(class)

–

72–68
75–71
72–68
75–69
71–70
73–72

Loud rolling noise.

Size

Energy efficiency
class/rolling
resistance

Wet grip class

Summer tyres

245/45 R 20
285/40 R 20
265/35 ZR 21
305/30 ZR 21

B
B
C
C

A
A
A
A

Winter tyres

225/55 R 19
275/45 R 19
245/45 R 20
285/40 R 20

C
C
C
C

B
B
C–B
C–B

*
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Quiet rolling noise,

Moderate rolling noise,

External rolling
noise*
(class)

Tyre type

Size

Energy efficiency
class/rolling
resistance

Wet grip class

A
A
A
A
B–A
B–A

73
71
71
73
72–71
74–73

Summer tyres

275/45 ZR 20
305/40 ZR 20
285/40 ZR 21
315/35 ZR 21
285/35 ZR 22
315/30 ZR 22

B
B
B
B
C
C

A
A
A
A
A
A

69
70
70
70
68
70

E–C
E–C
E
E
B
B

73–71
75–73
71
73
73
73

Sports tyres

285/40 ZR 21
315/35 ZR 21

C
C

B
B

72
71

Winter tyres

255/55 R 19
275/50 R 19
275/45 R 20
305/40 R 20
275/40 R 21
305/35 R 21

C–B
C–B
E–C
E–C
E–C
E–C

C–B
C–B
C–B
C–B
C–B
C–B

70–69
70–69
73–69
75–69
73–69
75–69

Loud rolling noise.

*

External rolling
noise
(dB)

Quiet rolling noise,

Moderate rolling noise,

External rolling
noise*
(class)

–
–
–
–

External rolling
noise
(dB)

Loud rolling noise.

Energy efficiency class, wet grip class, rolling noise for the Macan
Tyre type

Size

Energy efficiency
class/rolling
resistance

Wet grip class

Summer tyres

235/55 R 19
255/50 R 19
265/45 R 20
295/40 R 20
265/40 R 21
295/35 R 21

C
C
C
C
C
C

A
A
A
A
B
B

71
71
71
71
71
71

Winter tyres

235/60 R 18
255/55 R 18
235/55 R 19
255/50 R 19
265/45 R 20
295/40 R 20

F–C
F–C
E–C
E–C
E–C
E–C

C
C
C
C
C
C

72
72
72–70
73–72
72–71
73

Energy efficiency class, wet grip class, rolling noise for the Taycan
Tyre type

Moderate rolling noise,

External rolling
noise
(dB)

External rolling
noise*
(class)

External rolling
noise
(dB)
69
72
72
73

–
–
–
–

Quiet rolling noise,

Energy efficiency class, wet grip class, rolling noise for the Cayenne

*

Quiet rolling noise,

Moderate rolling noise,

External rolling
noise*
(class)

External rolling
noise
(dB)

Loud rolling noise.

71
71
72
73

–

72–71
73–70
72–71
74–73

Loud rolling noise.
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Note on the use of winter tyres
Summer tyres provide optimum performance at ambient
temperatures above approx. +7°C. Below this point, the tyre
compound begins to harden and braking distances are
increased. We therefore recommend that you fit winter tyres
during the colder months of the year so that you can drive your
vehicle safe in the knowledge that it will continue to meet our
high standards for driving safety, even at low temperatures.
All winter tyres approved by Porsche are identified by an ‘N’
designation on the sidewall.

Tyre braking behaviour for all models:

Additional benefits: the tyres are noise-optimised.
There is also less rolling resistance, which helps reduce
fuel consumption.

Braking with ABS on snow
(24–0mph)

Technical data
Fuel consumption/emissions/range/energy efficiency specifications (As of 10/2020):

Braking with ABS on a wet road
(49–0mph) at +3°C
100

105

110

115

Taycan Turbo
models

718
models

911 Carrera
models

911 Turbo
models

Panamera
models

Macan
models

Cayenne
models

Cayenne
E-Hybrid models

Low

–

16.1–20.0
(17.5–14.1)

14.7–15.9
(19.2–17.8)

13.3–14.0
(21.2–20.2)

13.0–18.6
(21.7–15.2)

16.7–20.9
(16.9–13.5)

12.3–17.1
(23.0–16.5)

–

Medium

–

25.4–31.4
(11.1–9.0)

25.7–28.5
(11.0–9.9)

22.6–24.1
(12.5–11.7)

25.7–28.5
(13.6–10.3)

23.9–27.2
(11.8–10.4)

20.2–24.6
(14.0–11.5)

–

High

–

30.1–37.2
(9.4–7.6)

30.1–32.8
(9.4–8.6)

26.2–28.2
(10.8–10.0)

24.8–32.1
(11.4–8.8)

26.9–31.7
(10.5–8.9)

23.5–28.8
(12.0–9.8)

–

Extra-high

–

27.4–35.8
(10.3–7.9)

27.7–33.6
(10.2–8.4)

25.0–27.4
(11.3–10.3)

23.9–30.4
(11.8–9.3)

23.5–27.7
(12.0–10.2)

22.4–25.4
(12.6–11.1)

–

Combined

–

25.4–31.7
(11.1–8.9)

25.4–28.0
(11.1–10.1)

22.6–23.5
(12.5–12.0)

21.2–27.7
(13.3–10.2)

23.5–27.7
(12.0–10.2)

20.0–24.6
(14.1–11.5)

68.9–91.1
(4.1–3.1)

120
Fuel consumption (WLTP)¹⁾ (mpg (l/100km))

With summer tyres

With winter tyres approx. 12% shorter braking distance

Emissions (combined) in g/km¹⁾

With summer tyres

With winter tyres approx. 19% shorter braking distance

100

Examples: braking distance in % (measured with the use of tyres conforming to the P
 orsche specification).
Braking distances optimised by the use of Porsche winter tyres. Absolute values may vary.

105

110

115

120

CO₂ emissions

–

251–201

253–229

284–271

302–232

271–232

319–259

92–71

Particulate filter

–

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Emissions standard

–

Euro 6d-ISC-FCM

Euro 6d-ISC-FCM

Euro 6d-ISC-FCM

Euro 6d-TEMPEVAP-ISC

Euro 6d-TEMPEVAP-ISC

Euro 6d-TEMPEVAP-ISC

Euro 6d-TEMPEVAP-ISC

Range (combined)

208–288
(334–463)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Range (city)

238–326
(383–524)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Range in miles (km)²⁾

1) Data determined in accordance the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP) as required by law. You can find more information on WLTP at www.porsche.com/wltp. For Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) range and Equivalent All Electric Range (EAER) figures are
determined with the battery fully charged, using a combination of both battery power and fuel. Values are provided for comparison only. To the extent that fuel and energy consumption or CO₂ values are given as ranges, these do not relate to a single, individual car and do not constitute part
of the offer. Optional features and accessories can change relevant vehicle parameters such as weight, rolling resistance and aerodynamics which may result in a change in fuel or energy consumption and CO₂ values. Vehicle loading, topography, weather and traffic conditions, as well as
individual driving styles, can all affect the actual fuel consumption, energy consumption, electrical range, and CO₂ emissions of a car.
2) Guide value determined using a WLTP subcycle (including taking account of auxiliary equipment, such as air conditioning).

© Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG, 2020
All text, images and other information in this catalogue are
subject to the copyright of Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG.
Any reproduction, duplication or other use is prohibited
without the prior written consent of Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG.
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INDEX.

 equipment wheel and tyre sets
T
718
Wheels with summer tyres
20-inch Carrera Sport wheel
20-inch Carrera Sport wheel
painted in satin black
20-inch Carrera S wheel
20-inch Carrera S wheel
painted in satin platinum
20-inch Carrera S wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
20-inch 911 Turbo wheel
20-inch Carrera Classic wheel
20-inch 718 Sport wheel
painted in satin Aurum
Wheels with winter tyres
19-inch Boxster S wheel
18-inch Boxster wheel
911
Wheels with summer tyres
20/21-inch 911 Turbo Exclusive Design wheel
20/21-inch 911 Turbo Exclusive Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
20/21-inch 911 Turbo S Exclusive Design wheel
20/21-inch 911 Turbo S Exclusive Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
20/21-inch Carrera S wheel
20/21-inch Carrera S wheel
painted in satin black
20/21-inch Carrera S wheel
painted in satin Aurum
20/21-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
20/21-inch Carrera Classic wheel
20/21-inch Carrera Exclusive Design wheel
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16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17

17
17

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

20/21-inch Carrera Exclusive Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
20/21-inch Carrera Exclusive Design wheel
painted in satin Aurum
Wheels with winter tyres
20/21-inch 911 Turbo wheel
20/21-inch 911 Turbo S wheel
20/21-inch 911 Turbo S wheel
painted in satin platinum
20/21-inch Carrera S wheel
20/21-inch Carrera S wheel painted in satin black
19/20-inch Carrera wheel
Taycan
Wheels with summer tyres
21-inch Taycan Exclusive Design wheel
21-inch Taycan Exclusive Design wheel
with carbon aeroblades
21-inch Taycan Exclusive Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
21-inch Taycan Exclusive Design wheel
painted in satin platinum
21-inch Mission E Design wheel
20-inch Taycan Tequipment Design wheel
20-inch Taycan Tequipment Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
20-inch Sport Aero wheel
20-inch Taycan Turbo Aero wheel
Wheels with winter tyres
20-inch Taycan Tequipment Design wheel
20-inch Taycan Tequipment Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
20-inch Sport Aero wheel
20-inch Taycan Turbo Aero wheel
19-inch Taycan S Aero wheel

18
18

19
19
19
19
19
19

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

21
21
21
21
21

Panamera
Wheels with summer tyres
21-inch Panamera E
 xclusive Design Sport wheel
21-inch Panamera E
 xclusive Design Sport wheel
painted in satin platinum
21-inch Panamera E
 xclusive Design Sport wheel
painted in satin Aurum
21-inch Panamera E
 xclusive Design Sport wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
21-inch Panamera SportDesign wheel
21-inch 911 Turbo Design II wheel
20-inch Panamera Turbo wheel
20-inch Panamera Design wheel
Wheels with winter tyres
21-inch Panamera SportDesign wheel
21-inch Panamera Exclusive Design Sport wheel
21-inch Panamera Exclusive Design
Sport wheel painted in black (high-gloss)
20-inch Panamera Turbo wheel
19-inch Panamera wheel
Macan
Wheels with summer tyres
21-inch Sport Classic wheel
21-inch Sport Classic wheel
painted in satin platinum
21-inch Sport Classic wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
21-inch 911 Turbo Design wheel
21-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
20-inch Macan Turbo wheel
painted in satin platinum
20-inch Macan Turbo wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
19-inch Sport Classic wheel
19-inch Sport Classic wheel
painted in satin platinum

22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

23
23
23
23
23

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

Wheels with winter tyres
20-inch Macan Turbo wheel
painted in satin platinum
20-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
painted in satin black
20-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
19-inch Sport Classic wheel
19-inch Sport Classic wheel
painted in satin platinum
19-inch Macan Sport wheel
18-inch Macan S wheel
18-inch Macan wheel
Cayenne
Wheels with summer tyres
22-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
22-inch Cayenne Sport Classic wheel
22-inch Cayenne Sport Classic wheel
painted in satin platinum
22-inch Cayenne Sport Classic wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
22-inch 911 Turbo Design wheel
21-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
21-inch Cayenne E
 xclusive Design wheel
21-inch Cayenne E
 xclusive Design wheel
painted in satin platinum
21-inch Cayenne E
 xclusive Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
21-inch Cayenne Turbo Design wheel
painted in satin platinum
21-inch Cayenne Turbo wheel
20-inch Cayenne Sport Classic Comfort wheel
20-inch Cayenne Sport Classic Comfort wheel
painted in satin platinum
20-inch Cayenne Sport wheel
20-inch Cayenne Design wheel

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

Wheels with winter tyres
21-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
21-inch RS Spyder Design wheel
painted in satin black
21-inch Cayenne Exclusive Design wheel
21-inch Cayenne Exclusive Design wheel
painted in black (high-gloss)
20-inch Cayenne Sport Classic Comfort wheel
20-inch Cayenne Sport Classic Comfort wheel
painted in satin platinum
20-inch Cayenne Sport wheel
20-inch Cayenne Design wheel
19-inch Cayenne S wheel
Tequipment 718
Exterior and performance
SportDesign package
SportDesign package
painted in black (high-gloss)
20-inch Carrera Sport wheels
with summer tyres
Model designation on doors in black
Rear side air intakes painted
Roll-over bars painted in black (high-gloss)
Sports tailpipes in silver colour
Optional: Sports tailpipes in black
Bi-Xenon main headlights in black
including Porsche Dynamic Light System (PDLS)
20-inch Carrera S wheels
painted in black (high-gloss) with summer tyres
Model designation on doors in red
Taillights in black
Model designation painted in black
(high-gloss)
Optional: ‘718’ logo painted

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

30
30
32
32
32
32
32
32
34
34
34
34

Interior
Carbon interior package
Heated and multifunction steering wheel
in carbon
Centre console trim in carbon
Storage compartment lid in Alcantara®
with ‘PORSCHE’ logo
Storage compartment lid with Porsche Crest
Pedals and footrest in aluminium
Door sill guards in stainless steel, illuminated
Door sill guards in carbon, illuminated
Door sill guards in carbon
Tequipment 911
Exterior and performance
SportDesign front apron
SportDesign package
SportDesign sideskirts
Engine compartment cover
painted in Titanium Grey
SportDesign package 911 Turbo
Rear side air intakes painted
LED main headlights in black including
Porsche Dynamic Light System Plus (PDLS Plus)
Exterior mirror upper trim in carbon
Model designation on doors in silver colour
20/21-inch Carrera Exclusive Design wheels
with summer tyres
Exclusive Design taillights
Model designation painted in black
(high-gloss)
Optional: ‘911’ logo painted in black (high-gloss)
Optional: Model designation, painted

36
36
36
38
38
38
38
38
38

43
43
43
43
44
44
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46

34
34

24
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Interior
Ashtray insert
Door sill guards in brushed Dark Silver aluminium,
illuminated
Pedals and footrest in aluminium
Door sill guards in carbon, illuminated
 equipment Taycan
T
Exterior and performance
LED main headlights with matrix beam in
Glacier Blue, including Porsche Dynamic Light
System Plus (PDLS Plus)
20-inch Taycan Tequipment Design wheels
with summer tyres painted in black (high-gloss)
Exterior mirror upper trim in carbon
Optional: Exterior mirrors painted
Model designation on doors in black
Model designation painted in black (high-gloss)
Optional: Model designation painted
in matt black
Optional: Model designation, painted
SportDesign package
SportDesign front apron
SportDesign sideskirts
Carbon SportDesign package
Interior
Porsche Crest on storage compartment lid
Heated multifunction GT sports steering wheel
in leather with matt carbon steering wheel trim
Ashtray insert
Door sill guards in brushed, aluminium
in black, illuminated
Door sill guards in matt carbon, illuminated
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49
49
49
49

54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
56
56
56
58

60
60
60
60
60

Tequipment Panamera
Exterior and performance
LED main headlights with matrix beam in black
including Porsche Dynamic Light System Plus
(PDLS Plus)
Exterior mirrors painted
21-inch Panamera SportDesign
wheels with summer tyres
Model designation, painted
Sports exhaust system including sports tailpipes
in silver colour
Optional: Sports exhaust system including
sports tailpipes in black
SportDesign sideskirts
Carbon SportDesign package
SportDesign package
painted in black (high-gloss)
SportDesign package
Interior
Exclusive Design gear selector
Carbon interior package
Pedals in aluminium
Tequipment Macan
Exterior and performance
LED main headlights in black including
Porsche Dynamic Light System Plus (PDLS Plus)
SportDesign exterior mirrors
Sideblades painted in black (high-gloss)
SportDesign sideskirts
20-inch M
 acan Turbo wheels
with summer tyres painted in black (high-gloss)
Sports exhaust system including sports tailpipes
in silver colour

Optional: Sports exhaust system including
sports tailpipes in black
LED taillights and light strip in black
with ‘PORSCHE’ logo in matt black
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
66
66
66

68
68
68

74
74
74
74
74
74

Interior
Carbon interior package
PDK gear selector in aluminium
Stainless steel front trim
Stainless steel rear trim
Door sill guards in carbon, illuminated,
including loading edge protection
Door sill guards in brushed Dark Silver
aluminium, illuminated
Door sill guards in brushed, aluminium in black,
illuminated

74
74

76
76
79
79
79
79
79

Tequipment Cayenne
Exterior and performance
LED main headlights with matrix beam in black
including P
 orsche Dynamic Light System Plus
(PDLS Plus)
Wheel arch extensions painted
Exterior mirrors painted in black (high-gloss)
22-inch Sport Classic wheels with summer tyres
LED taillights and light strip in black
Model designation painted in matt black
Sports tailpipes in black
Optional: Sports tailpipes in silver colour

86
86
86
86
86
86
86
86

Interior
Carbon interior package
Exclusive Design gear selector
Centre console armrest with Porsche Crest

88
88
88

Protection
Cargo liner, front
Cargo liner, low-sided
Cargo liner, high-sided
Loadspace management system
Reversible luggage compartment mat
Luggage net
Loadspace partition net
Collapsible luggage compartment box
Backrest cover
Floor mats with nubuck edging
Floor mats in carbon with leather edging
All-weather floor mats

104
104
104
104
104
104
106
106
106
106
106
106

96
97

Car care
'White Edition' car care range in the boot

109

99

Other accessories
Vehicle key painted
Key pouch in Alcantara®
Vehicle key covered in leather
Key pouch in leather
Key surround in square textile
Key surround painted in black (high-gloss)
with Swarovski® crystals
USB type C™ smartphone charging cable
Registration plate holder
Porsche Dashcam
Porsche Charge-o-mat Pro
Microfibre cleaning cloth
Smoking package
‘PORSCHE’ logo LED door projectors
Fragrance dispenser
High-visibility jacket
Wheel centres
Crested valve caps

General accessories
Car covers
Indoor car cover 718 Cayman GT4 design
Indoor car cover 'Pink Pig' design
Indoor car cover 911 GT3 RS design
Indoor car cover plus (718 models)
Indoor car cover plus (911 models)
Indoor car cover

92
92
92
92
92
92

Child seats
Porsche Baby Seat i-Size + Flex Base i-Size
Porsche Child Seat i-Size

95
95

Transport
520-litre roof box
320-litre roof box
Porsche performance roof box,
handles in exterior colour
Porsche performance roof box,
handles in Volcano Grey Metallic
Porsche performance roof box,
handles in Carrara White Metallic
Roof transport system
Racing bike carrier
Rear-mounted bike carrier
Bike carrier
Roof box bag – size S: 43 litres
Roof box bag – size M: 76 litres
Roof box bag – size L: 82 litres
Luggage set
Electrically extending towbar system

99
99
100
100
101
101
103
103
103
103
103

110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
113
113

Crested valve caps with ‘RS’ logo
Anti-theft wheel protection
Wheel bolts in black including
anti-theft protection
Exclusive Design fuel filler cap
Tool kit

113
113
113
113
113

Motorsport
Motorsport decals in black, silver colour,
red or Aurum
115
Motorsport decals MARTINI RACING® design
116
20-inch GT3 wheel set painted in satin platinum 116
Decorative rim strips in red
116
‘PORSCHE’ side logo
in black, silver colour, red or Aurum
116
Audio and communication.
Navigation module for
Porsche Communication Management (PCM)
Apple CarPlay
Porsche Rear Seat Entertainment (PRSE)
Porsche Bluetooth® headphones

118
118
118
118

E-Performance
Charging Dock
121
Compact charging pedestal
121
Charging cable (mode 3), 4.5m and up to 22kW 121
Winter accessories
Snow chains
Ice scraper with telescopic arm
Ice scraper with glove
Winter care set
Ski/snowboard carrier, sliding
Winter glass cleaner concentrate

124
124
124
124
126
126
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